In the uniform-price auction with adjustable supply, the seller decides how much to sell after receiving the bids so as to maximize its ex post profit. Given N bidders and adjustable supply, all equilibria of the uniform-price auction lead to price on order 1 N 3 below the Walrasian price. By contrast, given the usual market-clearing rule it is well-known that the uniform-price auction can lead to equilibrium prices on order 1 N below the Walrasian price.
a "adjustable supply rule", the seller in effect commits to maximize its ex post profit given the bids, i.e. to act like a monopolist with respect to announced bidder demand.
Of course, in equilibrium bidders will anticipate this adjustable supply and change their bidding behavior accordingly. Perhaps surprisingly, in equilibrium bidders bid so as to counterbalance the seller's monopoly power and the outcome is quite competitive.
Indeed, in a benchmark complete information model having flat demand, all Nash equilibria given adjustable supply implement an efficient outcome at the Walrasian price p W . In a richer model having downward sloping demand, there is a unique Nash equilibrium price on order 1 N 3 less than p W . By contrast, in the standard uniform-price auction, it is well-known that equilibrium prices never exceed p W and can be as low as the Cournot price, on order 1 N less than p W .
Is adjustable supply a practical option for some sellers? Yes, indeed some real-world sellers have already adopted variations on adjustable supply. Treasury auctions in Mexico (Umlauf (1993) ) and Norway (Bjonnes (2001) and Keloharju, Nyborg, and Rydqvist (2004) ) allow the Treasury to reduce the quantity of issued bonds at its discretion after the bids have been received. Since 2002 electricity procurement auctions for basic generation services in New Jersey also have allowed for "decreasable supply". As Salant and Loxley (2002) describe it, "to provide bidders [with] stronger incentives to bid aggressively, the auction rules contained provisions for reducing auction volume if relatively few bidders participated". IPOs in the United States incorporate "increasable supply": the earliest version of this paper ("Adjustable Supply and 'Collusive-Seeming Equilibria' in the UniformPrice Auction", August 1999) was the first to analyze adjustable supply in a broader setting allowing for any price. Two more recent contributions are Bourjade (2004) and Damianov (2004) . Bourjade (2004) allows the seller to reduce all bidders' quantities by a percentage of its choosing after receiving the bids. Damianov (2004) considers uniform-price auctions with adjustable supply in which bidders are restricted to bids corresponding to a single price-quantity pair.
Greenshoe Option allows issuing firms to increase the amount of shares being offered by up to 15% after receiving bids.
There are several sorts of reasons, however, why adjustable supply may not be a practical option for some sellers. Some sellers may not have the flexibility to adjust supply after receiving the bids. For example, in a spot procurement auction for electricity, the total quantity supplied must match the total quantity being demanded at that instant.
Even if there is some flexibility in the quantity demanded, adjustable demand still might not be politically feasible in such applications. Yet another reason is that the seller may not expect bidders to play equilibrium strategies were she to adopt adjustable supply. For example, bidders enjoying low prices in underpricing equilibria of the standard uniformprice auction might threaten not to participate if the seller were to switch to adjustable supply.
2 Or some bidders may find the idea of adjustable supply confusing and bid very tentatively.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the model. Sections 3 and 4 provide the analysis when bidders have flat demand and downward-sloping demand, respectively. Section 5 discusses how the present paper compares and contrasts with the related literature on modifying the uniform-price auction and provides some concluding remarks.
2 A popular explanation for the failure of Google's IPO is very similar. Google's founders stated that their goal was to set a "fair" price as would be predicted in equilibrium. Yet some institutional investors expressed an unwillingness to take part in Google's "social experiment" and, in the end, Google's price still popped from its offering price of $85 to $100 at the opening bell. As a result, "For major investment banks that reap rich benefits from traditional underwriting practices, the lesson of Google's struggle may be that their franchise is safe" and as one analyst put it, "If I were a CEO going public, I would want to use the traditional approach." (Petruno and Pham (2004) ).
Model
I adopt the standard model of the literature on underpricing equilibria in uniform-price auctions, with details patterned after LiCalzi and Pavan (2005) . A single (female) seller auctions a homogenous and perfectly divisible good to n (male) bidders using a uniformprice format. The seller need not commit to sell a fixed quantity as in Wilson () and Back and Zender () nor indeed to a supply curve as in LiCalzi and Pavan (). Rather, the seller may commit to any supply rule that maps observed bids into a total quantity to be sold.
Uniform-price auction with a supply rule. Each bidder i simultaneously submits a nonincreasing and left-continuous demand schedule (or "bid") d i (·) specifying his total de-
seller's supply rule S(·) specifies the total quantity S (d 1 (·), ..., d n (·)) to be sold as a function of the bids. For notational simplicity, I shall focus on a subclass of supply rules in which the seller only cares about aggregate demand:
The novel feature of this setup is that the total quantity sold is determined after the bids. Once total quantity S(D(·)) is chosen, however, the allocation among the buyers and the price paid is determined in the standard fashion. Define the stop-out price
≥ 0 is the excess demand. When E(P ) = 0, each bidder is allocated
Otherwise excess demand is rationed pro rata at the margin.
Buyers' values
The model is patterned after LiCalzi and Pavan (2005) A state of the world θ = (a, b) is observed by the (male) bidders but not by the Supply rule: A supply rule is a mapping from the observed bids into a total quantity to be supplied. I will consider two sorts of supply rules.
Supply curve S(·) rule: When the seller has committed to a supply curve S(·), total quantity is determined by where inverse aggregate demand crosses supply:
In the analysis of Section 3 and Section 4 I will restrict attention to the case in which the seller commits to its true supply, S true (·) = S(·). This restriction will be relaxed in Section 3.3, however, when I compare my results with those of LiCalzi and Pavan (2005) who allow the seller to strategically commit to supply curves other than true supply.
Responsive supply rule: When the seller has committed to adjustable supply, total quantity is what maximizes its ex post profits:
Allocation and price: Once total quantity Q is determined by the supply rule, the uniformprice rules determine how that quantity is allocated and at what price. First, quantity is always allocated to high bidders, meaning that each bidder i always wins at least
In this case, I will assume that the seller uses the standard marginal pro rata rationing rule, so that
All bidders pay the same price p(Q) = ID 1,...,N (Q).
Solution concept: I focus on equilibria in weakly undominated pure strategies. The restriction to pure strategies is mainly for practical reasons: it remains unknown whether or not there can be mixed strategy equilibria in the uniform price auction given any supply rule considered here. 
Flat Demand
Consider a particular state of the world θ = (v, 0) in which each bidder i = 1, ..., N has marginal value v for all units. By the simplification discussed at the end of Section 2, to characterize all equilibrium outcomes it suffices to consider marginal costs M C(Q) = Q and the case with marginal value v = 1. For this reason, I will drop the θ notation in this section.
Walrasian benchmark: In the Walrasian equilibrium, price p W = 1 and the total quantity supplied is S W = S true (1) = 1.
True supply
Suppose first that the seller commits to her true supply curve ("true supply"). Bidding equilibria in this case are well-known. In the equilibrium with the highest price, each bidder bids its true demand, ID i (q i ) = 1 for all q i , and the resulting price p * = 1 and total quantity Q * = 1. In the equilibrium with the lowest price, each bidder bids
for all q i ≥ 1 N + 1 (If bidders were able to follow weakly undominated strategies, an easier way to implement this outcome would be for each bidder to announce perfectly inelastic demandà la Cournot.) When bidders 2, ..., N make this bid, bidder 1 faces residual supply as shown in Figure 1 and prefers price-quantity pair
Figure 1: Residual supply in the lowest-price equilibrium given true supply.
Responsive supply
If the seller commits to the adjustable supply rule, all equilibria of the subsequent bidding game lead to a Walrasian outcome. Theorem 1. In the uniform-price auction with adjustable supply and flat demand, every pure strategy equilibrium in weakly undominated strategies leads to the Walrasian price p resp = 1 and quantity S resp = 1.
Proof. A pure strategy equilibrium in weakly undominated strategies clearly exists: both bidders submit their true demand schedules and the seller chooses to supply S true (1).
(Since announced demand is perfectly elastic, the seller does not choose to withhold any quantity.)
Part I: Price equals 1 in every equilibrium. Clearly price can never exceed 1. Suppose now that there is an equilibrium in which p resp < 1. Several steps will lead to a contradiction.
First, the seller must choose not to withhold any quantity, i.e. S resp = S true (p resp ).
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Extra quantity at no extra price 
When bidder 1 deviates in this way, the seller will choose to supply S true (p resp ) at the same price p resp and bidder 1 will get an additional S true (p resp ) − S resp units. Since p resp < 1, this deviation makes bidder 1 strictly better off.
Second, the seller chooses to withhold no quantity only if announced demand is locally perfectly elastic to the left of S resp , i.e. lim ε→0 ID resp 1,...,N (S resp − ε) = 0. This requires that lim ε→0 ID resp i (q resp i − ε) = 0 for some i. Without loss, suppose that this condition holds for some i = 1. Consider the following deviationĨ D ε 1 (·) for bidder 1 from its equilibrium 1's quantity Figure 3: Part I, second step. If residual supply is locally perfectly elastic at p resp , then
After this deviation, the seller will again choose not to withhold any quantity, so that
bidder 1 must get at least
additional quantity at price p resp + ε and pay an additional ε on its equilibrium quantity q resp 1 . Since lim ε→0 ID resp 2,...,N (q resp 2 − ε) = 0, however, there exists ε > 0 such that
so that some such deviation is profitable for bidder 1.
Extra quantity at a lower price c Figure 4 : Part II. If p resp = 1, then S resp = S true (1).
Part II: S resp = S true (1). Suppose that p resp = 1 and S resp < S true (1). Consider the following deviation for bidder 1:
For small enough ε, the seller's best response is to supply S true (p resp − ε) units at price p resp − ε so that bidder 1 gets at least S true (p resp − ε) > ID 1,...,N (p resp − ε) > 0 additional units and pays a lower price than before. Thus, this is a profitable deviation for bidder 1.
"Strategic supply" vs. adjustable supply
LiCalzi and Pavan (2005) study"strategic supply" in which the seller first strategically commits to a linear supply curve and then bidders play the symmetric Nash equilibrium that is best for the bidders (and worst for the seller). They find that the seller gains by committing to a supply curve that is more elastic than its true supply because doing so reduces the extent of underpricing. If adjustable supply were also an option available to the seller, however, she would never commit to any supply curve other than true supply.
To see why, consider a simple example with N bidders in which v is random and marginal costs M C(Q) = Q. All equilibria given adjustable supply and value v lead to price p W = v and total quantity Q W = v for profit
. If the seller commits to some other supply curve with S(v) = S true (v) for some v, however, even the best subsequent bidding equilibrium given value v leads an inefficient outcome with seller's profit strictly less than
It is worth noting that the seller might be indifferent between the adjustable supply and committing to its true supply rule if bidders will always play the most competitive subsequent Nash equilibrium given true supply. To explore this issue further, the next section allows for downward-sloping demand and shows that it is possible that the seller may strictly prefer true supply to adjustable supply. . Thus, 
True supply
Despite the extensive literature studying underpricing in uniform-price auctions given a fixed supply schedule, the minimal and maximal extent to which equilibrium prices can be below the Walrasian price is not known in the downward-sloping demand case. The most comprehensive existing analysis along these lines that I am aware of is provided by Klemperer and Meyer (1989) . Yet Klemperer and Meyer restrict attention to equilibria in twice differentiable bid schedules, and (as we shall see) discontinuous bids can help sustain lower prices. Back and Zender (1993) and LiCalzi and Pavan (2005) , among others, have studied underpricing equilibria with discontinuous bid schedules but only for the case of flat demand. Restricting attention to weakly undominated strategies as I do here also introduces new issues not addressed in the previous literature.
Which prices can be supported in equilibrium? Suppose that there is a bidding equilibrium with price p * and allocation q * = (q * 1 , q * 2 ). Since the seller has committed to true supply S true (p) = p), one necessary condition is that p * = q * 1 +q * 2 . More importantly,, each bidder i must submit a demand schedule ID i (q i ; b) such that bidder j = i weakly prefers the point (p * , q * j ) over all other points on its residual supply schedule. Next, note that bidder j is more likely to find (p * , q * j ) to be the best point on its residual supply schedule the higher that schedule is at other quantities. Given the restriction to weakly undominated strategies, however, an upper bound on residual supply is created by the fact that bidder i must bid less than or equal to its true marginal value for each unit:
for all q i . (Bidding more than marginal value is weakly dominated; bidding less than or equal to marginal value is not.) Thus, to check whether outcome (p * , q * ) can be supported in equilibrium, it suffices to consider the case in which each bidder i = 1, 2 submits the following bid schedule:
Return to the example: Recall that there are N = 2 bidders having marginal values M V i (q i ) = 1 − q i and that the seller's supply is S(p) = 1 − p. Thus, when bidder 2 bids according to (3), bidder 1 faces residual supply
= 2p − 1 for all p < p * (Note that there is typically a discontinuity in residual supply at p * .) . To check whether this is incentive compatible for bidder 1, note that bidder 1 may have two sorts of profitable deviations: bidder 1 may prefer to deviate by getting more quantity at a higher price than p * or by getting less quantity at a lower price. In Figure 5 , bidder 1 does not want more quantity for the simple reason that give less profit 1's quantity is not incentive compatible. Since M V 1 (1/3) = 2/3, bidder 2's residual supply again corresponds to true residual supply so that his best response is to demand q 2 = 1/4 = 1/3. For this reason, price p = 2/3 is not sustainable in equilibrium; every equilibrium involves some 1's quantity . Consequently, one can not support any price in this range.
The two main features of Proposition 1 carry over to the general case with N bidders and any downward sloping demand: (i) the lowest price that can be sustained in a bidding equilibrium is the Cournot price and (ii) the highest price that can be sustained is strictly less than the Walrasian price.
Theorem 2 (Range of equilibrium prices under true supply). The prices that can be sustained in a bidding equilibrium (in weakly undominated strategies) when the seller has Proof. The Walrasian price can not be sustained in equilibrium. If so, each bidder would pay his marginal value but be able to reduce the price by slightly reducing his quantity.
(Here I use the restriction that other bidders adopt weakly undominated strategies, i.e. they do not bid more than their willingness to pay for units that they do not win.)
Now, suppose that price p * < N b+N +1 could be sustained in equilibrium. Then some bidder i would have to get quantity q *
. Since all other bidders' announced demand schedules are inelastic for slightly more quantity (see equation (3) and the justification thereof), bidder i's residual supply has the same slope as the seller's supply curve, i.e. increasing his quantity by one unit raises price by one unit. Consequently, bidder i's marginal value from an additional unit is 1
while his marginal
, a contradiction.
On the other hand, mirroring the argument in the proof of Proposition 1, when bidders make symmetric bids according to equation (3) for any price p * ≥ N b+N +1 , they will not have the incentive to acquire slightly more quantity.
Finally, when prices are above the adjustable supply price p resp and close enough to the Walrasian price p W , bidders will benefit from deviating by taking less quantity.
The exact price at which this happens can be determined in much the same way as the 
Responsive supply
Given adjustable supply there is a unique equilibrium price and, up to permutation of the bidders, a unique equilibrium allocation.
Theorem 3. Every pure strategy equilibrium in weakly undominated strategies leads to the same price when the seller has committed to adjustable supply. As a function of the number of bidders N and marginal value slope b, this price is
Furthermore, all equilibria are asymmetric and support a unique equilibrium allocation up to permutation of the bidders:
and q
Proof. The proof proceeds in several steps. Several of these steps are closely linked to earlier analysis, as indicated in brackets.
Step 1: Some bidder pays less than marginal value, i.e. M V 1 (q resp 1 ) > p resp . Suppose instead that M V i (q resp i ) = p resp for all i. Since each bidder i has decreasing marginal values and is restricted to play weakly undominated strategies, bidder 1's residual supply must be downward sloping to the left of his equilibrium allocation. Since bidder 1's marginal value equals price, however, he must prefer to slightly decrease his quantity since this will lower the price. Without loss, then, suppose that M V 1 (q resp 1 ) > p resp .
Step 2: The seller does not withhold any quantity, i.e. ) > p resp .
Comment regarding "residual supply". Since the seller has adjustable supply, strictly speaking bidders do not have residual supply curves as in the case of true supply. Because of
Step 2, however, we know that in equilibrium the seller will not withhold any quantity so that each bidder i will receive a quantity on what his residual supply would be if the seller had committed to true supply. Furthermore, if a bidder has a profitable deviation, then its best deviation will lead the seller not to withhold any quantity. In essence, then, each bidder selects a price-quantity pair on its residual supply curve just as in the case of true supply. For the rest of the proof, then, I will refer to each bidder's "residual supply" in this sense.
Step 3: Every bidder i = 1 pays his marginal value, i.e. M V i (q resp i ) = p resp for all i = 1.
[Almost the same as the second step of Part I in the proof of Proposition 1. See Figure   3 .] Since by Step 2 the seller chooses not to withhold any quantity, some bidder (say bidder j) must submit an inverse demand schedule that is locally flat to the left of q ) = p resp . Consequently, it must be that j = 1 and that M V i (q resp i ) = p resp for all i = 1.
Summarizing Steps 1-3. Without loss we may assume that M V 1 (q
resp for all i = 1, and
Step 4: Bidder 1 must be rationed, i.e.
If bidder 1 is not rationed, any other bidder i = 1 can decrease the price by slightly reducing his quantity.
This would be a profitable deviation since M V i (q resp i ) = p resp . On the other hand, when bidder 1 is rationed, each other bidder must sacrifice a chunk of quantity before price is affected at all.
Step 5 Step 6: There is a unique equilibrium price and, up to permutation of the bidders, a unique equilibrium allocation. [See discussion surrounding Figure 6 .]
Step 5 specifies the equilibrium strategy of every bidder i = 1. This is enough to know that bidder 1's residual supply curve looks like Figure 6 :
with inverse residual supply
Since inverse residual supply has no kinks or discontinuities, bidder 1 must be indifferent to slightly raising or lowering its quantity from q respM V 1 (q resp 1 ) = 1 − bq resp 1 and his marginal expenditure is
) then yields
Since q resp i = 1 − bp resp for all i = i by Step 5 and
Step 2, we get
Step 7: Bidders i = 1 prefer not to deviate. [See discussion surrounding Figure 5 .]
So far we have shown that there is a unique price and allocation consistent with the requirements of equilibrium, in particular that bidder 1 not prefer to deviate. It remains to check, however, whether other bidders (say bidder 2) may prefer to deviate. For this purpose, suppose that bidder 1 makes the following bid in equilibrium:
(Bidder 1 can not submit inverse demand having a discontinuity as in the case of true supply since the seller will then choose to withhold some quantity.) Then bidder 2 faces residual supply as traced by ×'s in Figure 7 . Clearly, bidder 2 does not want to get more quantity than q resp 2 since M V 2 (q resp 2 ) = p resp . On the other hand, by our previous analysis of bidder 1, the best point on bidder 2's residual supply over the range of lower quantities isq = q resp 1 at price p resp . (Bidder 1's residual supply coincides with that of bidder 2 for quantities up to q resp 1 .) Clearly, bidder 2 is better off getting q resp 2 > q resp 1 at that price. 
True supply vs. adjustable supply
The previous analysis shows that, given downward-sloping demand, we can not unambiguously rank true supply and adjustable supply. Which raises more revenue will depend on which bidding equilibrium bidders play given true supply. If bidders always play the highest-price (or lowest-price) equilibrium given true supply, then adjustable supply raises less (or more) revenue than true supply. This leads immediately to the observation that given numerous bidders the seller must strictly prefer adjustable supply unless bidding is close to being as competitive as possible given true supply:
Proposition 2. For sufficiently large N , the seller strictly prefers adjustable supply to true supply unless
Related literature and concluding remarks
This paper adds the idea of adjustable supply to a various literature on ways to "change the game" of the uniform-price auction without throwing out the uniform-price rule.
Given flat demand, adjustable supply eliminates all underpricing equilibria whereas given downward-sloping demand all equilibria must lead to prices on order 1 N 3 below the Walrasian price. The key reason why adjustable supply has this positive effect is that the seller holds out a carrot to the bidders that makes them bid aggressively on the margin. The seller's incentive to increase the quantity sold when announced demand is elastic leads bidders to submit more elastic bids. (See Figure 2, Figure 3 , and the discussion surrounding them.) Other papers have proposed quite different sorts of remedies. When practically feasible, these other ways of modifying the rules can also help sellers to avoid underpricing equilibria in uniform-price auctions. For example, Kremer and Nyborg (2004a) show given flat demand that all underpricing equilibria disappear when a total pro rata tiebreaking rule is used rather than the usual marginal pro rata rule. For example, suppose that with two bidders and two hundred units being sold, bidder 1 bids $20 for up to 100 units and $0 for any more while bidder 2 bids $10 for all 200. The market-clearing price is $10 and bidders' total demand at $10 is 100 units and 200 units respectively. Given the usual rule, price is $10 and each bidder gets 100 units. Under Kremer and Nyborg (2004a) 's rule, price is $10, bidder 1 gets 66.7 units, and bidder 2 gets 133.3 units, even though bidder 1 is willing to pay $20 for units 66.7-100. McAdams (2002) also tweaks the rules to eliminate all underpricing equilibria. McAdams (2002) gives every bidder who is rationed a portion of a cash prize (or "discount"). Underpricing equilibria disappear no matter how small the discount is. To the best of my knowledge, however, no real-world sellers have or are considering implementing either of these sorts of rules.
In another creative and significant paper, Kremer and Nyborg (2004b) show that underpricing disappears when bidders are restricted to submitting bids that are stepfunctions when these steps may be at any price. More importantly, given discrete quantities and discrete prices, Kremer and Nyborg (2004b) show that the extent of underpricing can be made arbitrarily small when the price tick P is sufficiently small and the quantity unit size Q is sufficiently large. In particular, they show that equilibrium prices can be as low as v − Finally, a growing strand of the literature relaxes the assumption that there is a fixed quantity being sold. LiCalzi and Pavan (2005) permit the seller to commit to a supply curve different than true supply and is discussed at more length in Section 3.3. Back and Zender (2001) is perhaps the closest in spirit to the present paper. They assume that the seller commits to a "decreasable supply rule". That is to say, the seller commits to reduce the quantity supplied below a pre-specified maximum Q if doing so will increase its ex post revenue given the bids. They find that decreasable supply reduces the extent of underpricing while not eliminating it. In particular, equilibrium prices given decreasable supply can still be on order 1 N below the Walrasian price p W . Responsive supply differs from decreasable supply in an important way: the seller must be able to increase as well as decrease the quantity sold. This is crucial because the ability to increase quantity is what provides the "carrot" to get bidders to compete more aggressively with each other.
When there are discontinuities in the seller's marginal costs this carrot can lose its bite so that adjustable supply becomes more like decreasable supply.
